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How to Fix Lyme Disease: 3 Secrets to Improve Any Lyme Disease Treatment is a great
resource for anyone interested in learning about natural, holistic methods to improve any
existing Lyme disease treatment plan.

"This powerful book will revolutionize the way you think about diabetes. Written by two guys at
the forefront of the diabetes revolution who both have type 1 diabetes, it creates a roadmap to
understand the physiology of insulin resistance and give you the tools to reverse it using
powerful scientific evidence."—Michael Greger, MD, FACC, New York Times bestselling author
of How Not to Diet "A whole food, plant based diet is the secret to longevity on every continent in
the world. Now, this amazing book teaches us you don’t have to wait until old-age to reap the
benefits. The Mastering Diabetes method will help you reverse insulin resistance, lose weight,
and feel fantastic. Highly recommended!"—Dan Buettner, New York Times bestselling author of
The Blue Zones Solution "We’re seeing more and more that a plant-based diet is the way to go
for maximum health. But this book is a game-changer. Cyrus and Robby make a compelling
case that a plant based, whole food diet is the key to reversing insulin resistance. That’s a
message that is great for all of us and for the planet too. Love it!"—Kathy Freston, New York
Times bestselling author of Quantum Wellness"Mastering Diabetes is a game changer for the
millions of people living with diabetes. Cyrus and Robby’s approach is easy to understand and
backed by a sh*tload of science. With medical costs skyrocketing, you can’t afford to do without
this book."—Michelle Davis and Matt Holloway, #1 New York Times bestselling authors of the
Thug Kitchen series"My message for type 2 diabetes is don’t control it–get rid of it. Mastering
Diabetes is a masterpiece with critical information that every diabetic should know. Knowledge is
power. Why be a diabetic when you can recover?"—Joel Fuhrman, MD, New York Times
bestselling author of The End of Diabetes "Cyrus and Robby have expertise that transcends
scientific evidence using their personal experiences with diabetes to help others heal. Their
book outlines a nutrition and lifestyle prescription that can truly save your life!"—Matthew
Lederman, MD and Alona Pulde, MD, New York Times bestselling authors of Forks Over Knives
Plan"Cyrus Khambatta and Robby Barbaro have translated their encyclopedic knowledge of
diabetes care and management into a vocabulary that all readers may grasp. Their skill makes
diabetes vanish or become a manageable companion."—Caldwell B. Esselstyn, Jr., MD, author
of Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease"Robby and Cyrus are innovative leaders in the field of
diabetes reversal and management. Their tireless devotion to compassionately guiding people
to healing is evident in everything they do. This book is yet one more incredible example of the
countless ways they bring light into the misguided and misunderstood area of diabetes health."—
Anthony William, Medical Medium#1 New York Times bestselling author of the Medical Medium



book seriesAbout the AuthorCyrus Khambatta, PhD, and Robby Barbaro, MPH, are the team
behind MasteringDiabetes.org, an online coaching platform for people living with all forms of
diabetes that focuses on low-fat plant-based whole-food nutrition. Khambatta has a degree in
mechanical engineering from Stanford University as well as a PhD in nutritional biochemistry
from UC Berkeley and has been living with type 1 diabetes since 2002. Barbaro has a master's
degree in public health, spent six years helping build the Forks Over Knives empire, and has
been living with type 1 diabetes since 2000. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.We were both diagnosed with type 1 diabetes early
in life—Robby as a pre-teen and Cyrus in his early twenties—and as outgoing, athletic,
adventurous, motivated guys, we didn’t want to put our lives on hold. But after following the
popular medically orthodox low-carbohydrate, high-fat, high- protein diet to help manage our
blood glucose, we were far from being in the driver’s seat of our metabolic health. Instead of
making our blood glucose more controllable and increasing our insulin sensitivity, the nutritional
steps we followed had exactly the opposite effect. It seemed that no matter how “perfectly” we
ate, our insulin sensitivity decreased and our physical and emotional health suffered immensely
because of it.Even though we didn’t know each other at the time, we each made the decision to
reexamine the nutritional advice given to us by the conventional medical system. We started by
looking to “alternative” diet philosophies for guidance, including vegetarian, vegan, raw vegan,
and the Weston A. Price Foundation diet. Amazingly, our two different tracks led us to the same
conclusion:A low-fat plant-based whole-food lifestyle is the most effective way to gain insulin
sensitivity using your food as medicine.Even though this may seem counterintuitive at first, this
form of nutrition is extremely powerful at reversing insulin resistance because carbohydrate-rich
whole foods require large amounts of insulin if and only if the total amount of fat in your diet is
also high, as you will learn about in detail in chapter 3. But when you eat a low-fat plant-based
whole-food diet and reduce your intake of fat- and protein-rich foods, you gain insulin sensitivity
very quickly, which in turn drops your need for oral medications and insulin in the short and long
term.Within days of changing our diets, we both observed that our insulin sensitivity increased
dramatically. In addition, our energy levels increased, and our blood glucose became much
easier to control. After only a few months of eating this way, Cyrus saw his total insulin use drop
by 40 percent and Robby saw his insulin sensitivity improve by 600 percent. To put it in
perspective: The average adult with type 1 diabetes injects approximately 0.5 to 1.0 units of
insulin per kilogram of body weight per day. Following the Mastering Diabetes Method, those
living with type 1 diabetes inject as little as 0.35 units of insulin per kilogram body weight per
day, and experience dramatically improved blood glucose values, while increasing carbohy-
drate intake as much as twenty-fold. When we transitioned to eating more plants, we began
eating more fruits and vegetables than ever before—including many foods that previously had
been forbidden on a low- carbohydrate diet. And despite this counterintuitive approach, we both
felt better than ever—even better than before we were diagnosed.This radical shift in our own
personal diets sparked an adventure to learn as much as possible about nutrition-driven



wellness. It’s what originally led Robby to help build the revolutionary Forks Over Knives empire
and earn a master’s degree in public health. It’s also what inspired Cyrus to leave his job at the
NASA Ames Research Center as a Stanford University–educated mechanical engineer to earn a
PhD in nutritional biochemistry at the University of California, Berkeley. But the real magic was in
realizing that we could take our unique insights, knowledge, and experience as people with
diabetes and turn it into usable, relatable, and effective advice for other people living with all
forms of diabetes, including type 1 diabetes, type 1.5 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, prediabetes,
and gestational diabetes. That’s the ethos behind our coaching program, and it’s what lies at the
foundation of this book.Over time, we have fine-tuned the Mastering Diabetes Method into
something that is truly unique. It encompasses the following four components: Component 1:
Low-Fat Plant-Based Whole-Food Nutrition. We encourage carbohydrate-rich whole foods,
including fruits, starchy vegetables, legumes, and intact whole grains. As you will learn in this
book, carbohydrate-rich food is not the enemy when you are living with diabetes, and we’ll
provide you with the scientific rationale as to why eating fruit and starchy foods is actually an
integral part of reversing insulin resistance and maximizing your longevity.Component 2:
Intermittent Fasting. Not eating is one of the most powerful ways to improve your insulin
sensitivity, improve your cardiovascular health, lose weight, and actually increase your lifespan.
You’ll learn about various intermittent fasting routines and ways to successfully integrate this
time-tested and proven practice into your busy lifestyle.Component 3: Daily Movement. Your
body is designed for physical activity, and when you make daily movement a part of your
lifestyle, you’re likely to dramatically improve your insulin sensitivity, your energy levels, and your
mood. We’ll teach you how to move your body, how often to move your body, and how to
combine movement with a low-fat plant-based whole-food diet for maximum effect.Component
4: Decision Trees. We have created a specific tool that helps you address hour-by-hour
decisions, look for patterns, and establish cause-and-effect relationships between your lifestyle
choices and your blood glucose profile. The process of filling out decision trees helps you
troubleshoot confusing everyday scenarios relating to oral medication use, insulin use, and
blood glucose management. In addition, decision trees can help you address little-picture
scenarios like managing your blood glucose before, during, and after exercise; safely reducing
your use of oral medications and insulin as your insulin nsensitivity significantly increases;
understanding why your fasting glucose might be higher than your post-meal glucose at times;
dealing with post-meal blood glucose spikes and dips; and timing your insulin use to properly
control your blood glucose after meals. Furthermore, you’ll learn how to use and interpret
important diabetes blood tests and how to incorporate various medicinal plants as alternatives
to pharmaceutical medications. We’ll also answer such questions as: Should I exercise before or
after a meal? Why does my blood glucose increase when I eat certain foods? and Do fruits really
metabolize to sugar?One aspect of the Mastering Diabetes Method that is very important to
understand is that we welcome people with all forms of diabetes including type 1 diabetes, type
1.5 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, prediabetes, and gestational diabetes, because our collective



struggles controlling blood glucose all originate from the same underlying condition: insulin
resistance.Even though we are diabetes experts, our understanding of diabetes does not
originate from a traditional medical background and instead comes from personal experience, a
PhD in nutritional biochemistry, a rigorous analysis of almost a hundred years of evidence-based
scientific research, decades of repeatable results from our colleagues, our in-person retreats,
and our work with thousands of people via our online coaching program. Unlike any other
program or book currently on the market for diabetes, Mastering Diabetes is written by two
experts who have proven firsthand that our prescription works by helping more than 3,000
people around the world adopt lifestyle changes that transform their metabolic health from the
inside out. This program is based on thirty-six years of combined personal experience living with
type 1 diabetes and twenty-nine years of combined experience following the Mastering Diabetes
Method.Even though we’re not MDs, we are well versed in the evidence-based research of
nutritional biochemistry and use rigorous scientific evidence as the basis for our
recommendations. Because we put this data to the test every single day in our own lives, we are
able to translate complex scientific concepts into easy-to-understand principles. Many people
tell us that watching a few of our videos or webinars—like the ones that debunk the
misleading science of low-carbohydrate and ketogenic diets, reveal the true causes of high
cholesterol, or demonstrate why increasing your protein intake can help you lose weight but
increases your long-term disease risk—has taught them more about the biological details of
living with diabetes than their doctor ever has. Evidence-based science (not pop science) is the
foundation of our platform, and we make it a point to translate complicated biological
phenomena into easy-to-understand topics so that you can understand how and why specific
foods can transform your health from the inside out, and how and why other foods can increase
your chronic disease risk.Last but not least, we’ll plug you into a community. We’ve honed and
strengthened the Mastering Diabetes Coaching Program based on the feedback from
thousands of clients who follow it every day, and the most important thing we’ve found is that our
clients do best when surrounded and supported by other people going through the same
experience. Success is truly contagious! Too often, when you read a book or try a new program
to improve your diabetes health, you’re a solo rider. The Mastering Diabetes Coaching Program
is designed to put an end to that isolating feeling that comes from attempting to manage
diabetes on your own. To help you plug into our support system, we have created a private
online community that we monitor 24/7 to give real-time responses to our clients. We also host
regular video conferences where community members can bring questions and concerns and
interact directly with our highly educated and experienced coaching staff.What began years ago
as a cautiously optimistic plan originally using ourselves as test subjects—bolstered, of course,
by sound research—has since blossomed into a life-changing program that has received the
praise and support of well-regarded experts and friends. It’s a scientific method that has
transformed the lives of the thousands of individuals who have already followed our program and
will do so for you, too. If you stay faithful to the steps and insights outlined in this book, you are



likely to experience the same results as our clients. You’ll lose the weight that you never thought
you’d be able to lose, you’ll achieve the best A1c values you’ve ever experienced, you’ll lower
your total and LDL cholesterol, you’ll reduce your blood pressure, you’ll reduce your need for
oral medications and insulin, and most importantly, you’ ll significantly decrease or completely
reverse insulin resistance now and for the rest of your life. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Read more
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How to FixLyme Disease3 Secrets to Improve AnyLyme Disease TreatmentBy Dr. Jay
DavidsonCopyright © 2017DrJayDavidson.comHow To Fix Lyme DiseaseCopyright ©2017
DrJayDavidson.comAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or
other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher,
except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other
noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.Information provided in this book is for
educational purposes only and is not intended to replace the recommendations of a qualified
healthcare professional. The information in this book does not diagnose, treat, or cure any
disease.DrJayDavidson.com5052 Clairemont Dr #17025San Diego, California
92117info@DrJayDavidson.comPrinted in the United States of AmericaFirst Edition (Version
1.2)Opening ThoughtsA study was done by Microsoft Corp. showing that people now generally
lose concentration after eight seconds. Time magazine commented that the “notoriously ill-
focused goldfish is nine seconds.”1Since our attentions spans are quite short and with many
Lyme sufferers having brain fog and memory issues, I decided to keep this book shorter.After
publishing my first book, 5 Steps to Restoring Health Protocol™, I received many questions
about how to stay updated on the most current products recommendations I have for you.In an
effort to keep you updated, I have created the following link, which will contain the most up to
date products and recommendations:20 Word Book SummaryFrom Mess to Message: How we
healed my wife’s Lyme disease and how you can learn to heal yourself too.Table of
ContentsLegal and CopyrightOpening ThoughtsIntroductionChapter 1. Our StoryChapter 2.
Lyme Facts and InformationChapter 3. Secret #1 DrainageChapter 4. Secret #2 Killing
ParasitesChapter 5. Secret #3 Removing ToxinsClosing ThoughtsAbout The
AuthorReferencesIntroductionThere are a variety of thoughts about Lyme disease, depending
on your location, the practitioners you have worked with, and the research you have done. It
dumbfounds me that there are doctors who still do not believe that Lyme disease exists. There
are doctors that do not believe that “chronic” Lyme disease exists either.On the opposite end of
the spectrum, there are many doctors who do believe it exists and have dedicated their lives to
giving hope to those suffering and in finding a path to healing.For the purpose of this book, let’s
assume Lyme disease, specifically “chronic” Lyme disease, does exist.There is also a vast array
of different treatments and protocols out there. There is an organization called the Infectious
Diseases Society of America (IDSA), which essentially only believes in short term use of
antibiotics. Think of IDSA and CDC views being very similar. There is another group of doctors
associated with the International Lyme and Associated Diseases Society (aka ILADS) that have
written their own guidelines promoting long-term antibiotic treatment for chronic Lyme disease.
There is also a third group focusing on holistic and natural herbal tools for chronic Lyme disease
treatment. You generally can put a practitioner or doctor in one of the categories, or along the



spectrum.The purpose of this book is not to convince you of THE one best treatment. If there is
anything I have learned from the clients my team and I have worked with, it is that everything
needs to be customized to the individual case. In this book, I aim to give you some of the best
tips I have found to be game changers for those struggling with Lyme disease in their path to
healing.Objective of the BookThe goal for this book is to show you that no matter what treatment
you are doing you can implement a few simple steps to improve your treatment and protocols
and subsequently speed up the healing process!It is important to note that this book is geared
towards Lyme disease; however, these principles apply across the board to improve and
maintain health!I also believe that you do not need another treatment that is supposed to cure
you.You need a coach or a guide to work with you and help put all the pieces of the puzzle
together.USE THIS BOOK AS A GUIDE and when you need further assistance, reach out to us
for one on one coaching at to schedule a consult.Before We Begin…Master Your Mindset To
Master Your HealthBefore we begin, I want you to close your eyes. Think about whether or not
you are aware of where your mindset is. You may be fighting to keep yourself alive and restore
your health but have you truly reflected on what you are fighting for? Do you know how to turn
your struggles into your strengths?There is a reason I am including mindset in the introduction.
Mindset is often the pink elephant in the room and I believe it is one of the most important
aspects on your path to healing. Very few are enlightened at where their mindset currently is and
I want to walk you through how you can use your mindset to your advantage in this journey.5
Tips to Help Improve Your Mindset1. Focus on your Big “Why”It is important to identify your
“WHY.” What are your passions in life? What activities make you happy? Who do you live for
(HINT: Part of this answer should always include yourself)? What is your purpose in life? When
we answer these questions, we can focus our mindset on these vital pieces of our life.One of the
main aspects that got my wife through her near death experience was her love for Leela and
wanting to be around for her as she grew up.2. Identify Unrealistic ExpectationsWe all have
unrealistic expectations at one point or another. It is important to take time to mentally explore
events, actions or feelings that you have experienced negatively in the past. Often times, unmet
expectations simply equal frustration and resentment, which ultimately gets us nowhere and fills
us with negative thoughts and feelings. By understanding that you cannot control the behavior of
others, and changing your expectations accordingly, you can start focusing on yourself and your
own healing instead.The chances that one magic idea or thing is going to heal you at 100%
within a matter of a few short weeks would fit into this category. There are certainly helpful tools
that can improve how you are feeling and your case, however, it is important to put all of the
pieces of the puzzle together, and in the right order, to heal the body. Working with a personal
coach who can guide you on your journey to restoring your health is vitally important. This is
important to not only coach you to get well, but also to teach you how to take care of yourself
and ensure you do not end back up where you are or were.3. Turn your Struggles into your
StrengthsIn the words of American author Byron Katie: “Life is simple. Everything happens for
you, not to you. Everything happens at exactly the right moment, neither too soon nor too late.



You don’t have to like it…it’s just easier if you do.” It is easy to feel like the world is against you
when in a seemingly endless pit of hardship and frustration; whether it be through chronic illness
or something else you are going through in life. It is important to remember that for every difficult
situation you go through, you have the ability to learn valuable life lessons and turn them into
your strengths moving forward.Each moment of Heather’s struggles was hard on both her and
our family, however, we would never be where we are now without the opportunity to learn from
each and every one of the hardships we have been through.4. Attitude of GratitudeGratitude has
been linked to greater health and happiness. As we go through struggles in life, especially when
ourselves or someone close to us is faced with a life threatening illness, it can make us take a
step back and reflect on what we have. Even if we have things in life that we have not taken for
granted, we may not have appreciated them as much as we should have in the past. Cultivating
gratitude can have a profound impact on our mindset and, in turn, our ability to heal. To practice
gratitude, try keeping a daily gratitude journal. You can ask yourself “Who or what inspired me
today?”, “What brought me happiness today?”, and “What brought me comfort and deep peace
today?” Alternatively, you could take 15-20 minutes out of each day to sit quietly or take a walk
and reflect. As you do so, consider the things in which you are grateful for: relationships, your
body, your mind, nature, and even material comforts. It is important to realize the abundance in
your life and focus on the things that fill your soul with happiness and gratitude.5. Forgive and
ReleaseHolding resentment and anger inside of us can cloud our thoughts and limit our ability
for a healing mindset. Forgiveness does not mean rationalizing bad behavior or forgetting what
might have happened that was hurtful for you. The most important part of forgiveness is realizing
that you are not doing it for someone else; you are doing it for YOU. Once you have experienced
true forgiveness by releasing it, you will realize that although we cannot predict what will happen
in life, we always have the ability to choose how we respond to it.The key word here is “release.”
Once you do this, you can create space in your mind to focus on what is important to move you
forward in healing. Yes, there are times we need to vent, but if all you speak is complaining, you
immediately shut down your creativity to fix or see other solutions to what is going on.Stop
complaining about a label you were given and took on and create a roadmap to heal.Stop
complaining about not having any money for treatment and create an environment that can
produce what you need.Stop complaining about the things you view as negative and start
creating a list of what you are grateful for in your life.This idea that you will be happy only when
you get well is foolish. YOU have the ability inside of you to decide to be happy today! To create
an environment where you can focus on the positive and eliminate negativity.Create happiness
for yourself today and avoid complaining.Chapter 1. Our StoryChronic Lyme Disease Healed
After 25 YearsMy wife Heather is the reason I have dedicated my life to helping others heal from
Lyme disease. I became an expert not because of my professional schooling, or even my desire
to become successful. I learned these principles because I
wanted to save my wife. My journey began in darkness as I faced the reality of my wife’s
deteriorating condition and the inability to find doctors who could offer her any relief. Heather’s



health history is complicated, as with most cases of Lyme disease. She first became ill when she
was seven years old. Despite visiting many doctors and running countless tests, nothing came
back with conclusive results. She was prescribed various medications, even though no one
really knew what she was being treated for. Not long after she began these medications, she
suddenly ended up with encephalitis (brain swelling) and went into a coma for six weeks. After
finally discovering she was suffering from Lyme disease, she was given intravenous (IV)
antibiotics and soon awoke from her comatose state. The antibiotics were enough to keep her
functioning but did not fix the source. Throughout her childhood, various health problems
continued to appear and wreak havoc on her life. One of her most painful memories is of the
time she was unable to compete in the Junior Olympics due to unexplained sinus issues that
caused her to be unable to breathe. Unfortunately, she continued to struggle like this all
throughout her childhood, just barely getting by.Then, the symptoms of her Lyme disease began
to appear in full force again when she was 18 years old. The disease never really left her system;
it had just been “dulled” for a few years. On one occasion, she fell to the floor and almost passed
out. While being taken to the hospital by ambulance, the EMTs discovered she had a resting
heart rate of 260 beats per minute. A normal range for an adult is 60-100 beats per minute. She
was diagnosed with supraventricular tachycardia (SVT), a condition that caused her heart to
beat out of control and would lead to two heart surgeries.Problem after problem kept popping up
and her physical condition was getting worse. The trauma associated with dealing with a chronic
illness, and especially not being able find the answers she was looking for, caused deep
emotional distress and frustration.Heather and I met in 2004 at a time when she was doing
“okay” and in another phase of her life we term as “just getting by.” She would do “okay” for a
while, then we would deal with health crash after health crash. We would scramble and try to
keep things from getting worse. When the “storm” would leave, we were back to just keeping the
boat afloat.On Heather’s 30th birthday, after 25 hours of labor, she gave birth to our beautiful
daughter Leela.The pregnancy was hard on Heather and it really took its toll. I certainly
developed a whole new respect for mothers going through the pregnancy and birthing process. I
am truly amazed at how tough women are.After Leela was born, Heather’s health continued to
deteriorate and her body was just not able to heal itself. It took about six months before Heather
could even walk normal. When Leela was two months old, it was the absolute bottom for Heather
and she had to stop breastfeeding since her body was not able to handle it.At that point Heather
stopped being able to eat anything. Everything she ate or drank other than traditional bone broth
or water would cause her throat to swell up and shut her down. For 17 days, she was only able to
consume bone broth and water and subsequently lost 50 pounds. On day 18, she was finally
able to slowly add in solid foods again, increasing slowly as time went on.Her fatigue and
frustration was slow to turn around. We went through it all as we searched for a remedy:
sleepless nights, fights between us over nothing, and overwhelming feelings of frustration and
fear. Even though we are both doctors, we were puzzled and left with a seemingly endless list of
problems that appeared to have no solutions. This led to a desperate quest with countless of



hours researching for anything and anyone that could possibly help us.I vividly remember
countless nights lying in bed next to my wife, not being able to fall asleep as I worried about the
possibility that she would not wake up in the morning. I was not willing to lose my wife, my best
friend, and the mother of our newborn daughter. I still get tears in my eyes re-living those
feelings.It felt like a tailspin and I remember having thoughts about whether our daughter was a
curse to us. I feel so regretful for those thoughts as we know she was such an incredible blessing
for Heather and I. If it were not for Leela being born into this world, Heather most likely would
have never been forced to go upstream and find out the root cause of her health issues in the
first place. I believe it was her love for Leela that gave her the drive and courage to take on what
felt like an unbeatable giant.A list of the symptoms and conditions my wife had:Insomnia 
Temperature dysregulation 
Hormonal dysfunction 
Supraventricular tachycardia (requiring two heart
surgeries) 
Vertigo and dizzinessChronic sinus infections (requiring sinus scraping
surgery) 
Reproductive issues 
Leaky gut 
Acid reflux 
Constipation 
Adrenal fatigue 
Mold toxicity 
Multiple chemical
sensitivities 
Brain fog (memory and
concentration problems) 
Migraine headaches 
Severe joint pain 
Carpal tunnel 
Mycoplasma 
Anxiety 
Chronic Lyme disease (for twenty-five years)Bartonella, BabesiaEpstein-Barr virusMercury and
lead heavy metal toxicityAutoimmune thyroidAsthmaShortness of breathChest
painFibromyalgiaBrain encephalitisSevere allergies
CostochondritisMyositis ossificans (requiring surgery)Liver problems (causing
jaundice)Diastasis recti (that created extreme pain in her pelvic floor and vaginal area)Painful
gallbladder attacksWhiplash from multiple car accidentsHelicobacter pyloriThink of Heather as
the canary in a coal mine. If there is something wrong in the atmosphere, she is always the first
to know. In the past, she would suffer for days after being exposed to a moldy building. Cologne



or perfume would instantly give her a headache and leave her with brain fog (more on that later).
Needless to say, this limited the places she was able to go. We could never even think about
going into a store with fragrances or candles, let alone even walk by one in a shopping mall.She
was a severely sick and sensitive person. I was so frustrated as I had treated people in this
condition in the past and had successfully helped them to renewed wellness. With Heather it
was different: if a treatment worked for someone else, it did not work for her and usually made
things worse!We reached out for help, a
lot of help. In fact, we spent over $110,000 on appointments, treatments and devices from
anyone or anything we thought would help cure her. Along with the funds we spent on doctors
and treatments, we spent over $400,000 for education and seminars. All in all, the quest for a
cure added up to well over $500,000.It’s safe to say that Heather thought about throwing in the
towel many times out of frustration and desperation. This was where I was able to give her the
help and support I so desperately wanted to provide. I am relentless, persistent, and intense. I
refused to give up and knew that the answers we were looking for had to be out there. They had
to be.No one has ever grown on top of the mountain. Don’t get me wrong, it feels great to be on
top of the mountain, but it is in the valleys that we grow. When it feels like your world is crashing
in on you, you are suddenly willing to step outside of your comfort zone and reach beyond what
you thought you could achieve.Despite all of this, neither of us were willing to give up! There
were definitely a lot of tough moments, but we never lost hope that we would find the solution we
were looking for. We just didn’t know when, how, or even what it would be.When people read or
hear about my wife’s story today, the most common question I get is: “How is she doing now?”I
am happy to report that she is the healthiest she has ever been! She is vibrant, strong and
glowing as an amazing woman!She used to get extremely winded doing any activity. That’s
gone.She use to have horrible brain fog and couldn’t remember much detail or past daily
activities. I am happy to report that she has surpassed my photographic memory!We tackled
every single one of her symptoms and she is now able to live active, fulfilling life.Chapter 2.
Lyme Facts and InformationLyme disease deserves credit for being spread by many vectors,
being misunderstood and often times difficult to diagnose, and for being extremely tough to kill.
My team and I created a video called “All about Lyme Disease in under 200 seconds.” You can
find the video on Facebook and YouTube. The video went viral on Facebook getting over
200,000 views within two weeks. I encourage you to check it out.Let’s talk facts about Lyme
disease.If you are the analytical type, you will appreciate this chapter.Depending on WHOM you
are communicating with about Lyme disease, the topic can get heated. Here is some
housekeeping knowledge.Lyme disease is a proper name, which means the “L” in Lyme is
capitalized and the “d” for disease is not.There is no “s” on the end of Lyme.Lyme disease
awareness month is in May.Lyme disease has no relationship with the lime fruit other than a
“Lime Challenge” for Lyme disease.Lyme disease is a bacteria. The most widely known type is
Borrelia burgdorferi. There have also been other types that cause Lyme disease such as Borrelia
miyamotoi and Borrelia mayonii. The prestigious Mayo Clinic, who previously didn’t recognize



Lyme disease, discovered Borrelia mayonii and changed their tune.There are over 100 strains of
Borrelia in the USA and over 300 different strains across the world.Lyme disease has four forms:
spirochete, cyst/round body, intracellular and biofilm.It was previously believed that one of the
forms was a cell wall deficient form. Science is now showing that was an inaccurate term for the
Lyme bacteria.2Lyme disease is classically known to be spread via a tick called the Ixodes
scapularis. There are other ticks that deserve attention too such as the Ixodes pacificus. Lyme
disease has been found in lone star ticks (Amblyomma americanum) and gulf coast ticks
(Amblyomma maculatum).3 Dog ticks (Dermacentor variabilis).4I Can’t Get Lyme Disease if the
tick was attached less than 24 hours: FALSE!
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gerald karschner, “Super book. I’ve had lyme for 10 years & have a LLMD however he has never
mentioned detox of any kind. Watching Autoimmune Series with Dr Jay has open my eyes to a
new protocol. I’m on over 40 supps a day and almost none were being absorbed according to a
spectra cell test. Of course my health had revealed that as well. So started plant based
diet..done wonders for fatigue! Now I’m 2 weeks into the parasite cleanse and getting results
with that as well. I’m so excited to start this new journey and so is my family. I figured at 66 there
wasn’t much hope for me but there is...thanks again Dr Jay..my next journey is metal detox in
about 4-6 months.”

William M., “Great book for anyone with Lyme Disease or any chronic Illness. There are many
authors writing books on natural healing. Personally, I prefer reading books authored by doctors
who have themselves experienced the disease they are writing about. In this case, Dr Jay’s wife
nearly died from Lyme complications, so he is certainly motivated to find treatments that work for
her. I don’t even have Lyme disease, but I find the information in “How to Fix Lyme Disease”
useful for healing many other chronic illnesses as well.Th book starts with simple strategies to
improve your “Mindset”. Most people understand how powerful our attitude and belief systems
are. And Dr Jay summarizes the key ones in a way that are easy for anyone to practice.In
Chapter 1 he describes his personal experience healing his wife from Lyme. I appreciate their
willingness to share the ups and downs of their own healing journey. After hearing their
experience, I feel that my condition is not bad at all-- and is easily treatable.Chapter 2 gives an
easy to understand description of Lyme Disease, with all the latest information and references.
One great thing about this book is it includes the actual links to most of the referenced research
papers, so you can easily read them yourself. This chapter also includes a “how to” guide on
safely removing tics, and the homeopathic remedies that minimize the chance of catching Lyme
from their bites.Chapter 3 explains how to improve our bodies “Drainage” systems, and how this
is different from what is commonly referred to as “Detox”. Drainage is the heart of the book and I
believe the most significant contribution that Dr Jay has made to healing Lyme disease and
chronic Illness in general. My wife and I both have issues with digestion, blood sugar and
hormones. We have worked with other “Functional Medicine” practitioners with limited success.
Although our past practitioners were trying to understand and treat the causes of our disease,
they did not go far enough to recognize and treat drainage issues. I am now entering Phase 2 of
the “Microbe Formulas” protocol that Dr Jay developed together with Dr Todd Watts. My wife,
who has been in Phase 2 of this protocol for several months had already passed large parasites
and see significant improvement in her condition. And even with just Phase 1 I have increased
my energy, helped my digestion and improved my sleep. Many of the practices I now do are
described clearly in “How to Fix Lyme Disease”. Some of my favorites practices from Dr Jay’s
Book are using a small heater to warm my liver and bile duct in the morning, identifying and



getting away from the harmful forms of electromagnetic radiation, and doing coffee enemas. For
years I have read about the benefits of coffee enemas but never had the will power to do one
myself. Dr Jay explains how important they are in improving the function of the bile duct and he
describes simple easy step in how to do and enema yourself. Through his “Microbe formulas
Live with the Docs” podcast he even describes his personal experience doing enemas
himself.Chapter 4 gives a thorough review of common parasites and their wide range of
symptoms. The truth is that most of us have them, but because they are hard to diagnose, they
are often overlooked in treating chronic illness.Chapter 5 gives practical ways to identify the
symptoms of and avoid toxin in our environment. This includes a long section on
electromagnetic radiation, mold, heavy metals, unhealthy oils and even stress. I was surprised
to see the detail that Dr Jay included with respect to electromagnetic radiation. I am a physicist
and 12 years ago had a tumor in my neck. I believe that electromagnetic waves including my cell
phone were contributing factors to my tumor. So, I have developed my own practical ways of
avoiding electromagnetic radiation. And the ones in Dr Jays book are the same as mine.So, in
summary, I highly recommend “How to Fix Lyme Disease” for anyone challenged by chronic
illness. It is short and to the point, written in simple language and easy for anyone to practice. It
is loaded with techniques that Dr Jay has tested and practiced himself. The best part is that
many of these techniques you can do yourself without buying expensive products.”

Kim W., “Useful book. I have gotten a lot of good information from Dr. Davidson's Lyme Disease
Summit, and bought this book to see what else he had to offer. I thought that this book might
have more ideas on how to kill the bacterial infection, but that is not what it is about. As I read
the book, I realized that there is much more to treating the disease than just killing the bacteria,
and some of these aspects of treatment are addressed. These include making sure that the
toxins are able to be expelled from the body, and dealing with parasites and mold. I have not
read this kind of detailed information in other books about Lyme, and find his recommendations
quite helpful.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Concise and organized readable information on essentials to deal with
when seeking out where to begin. I am grateful that I came across Jay Davidson's contribution to
the complex subject of Lyme and the ways to deal with it effectively...Drainage not emphasized
enough in many protocols and I'm glad to see he has explained simply it's paramount
importance. Now I know where to begin and the why's . He has recommended new to me
Products as well that won't break my bank . I have accumulated some direct experiences in
cleansing in the past but lyme, other critter associations,heavy metal s,toxic environmental
issues has left me confused and Dr Jay has cleared the road. A must read especially if your
brain needs drainage and you find reading and comprehension challenged by lyme.”

Carol Egan, “Offers real solutions. "How to Fix Lyme Disease: 3 Secrets to Improve Any Lyme



Disease Treatment," offers the most cutting-edge insights into healing from Lyme Disease I've
come across, in ways I can understand. Indeed, I'm not sure what I love more, this author's
ability to share his ideas in ways I can understand, or his logic in how to help us heal from Lyme
Disease. It's kind of crazy, that his ideas are so simple, yet so revolutionary… I think Dr. Jay
Davidson shows in this book, albeit very humbly, how he may be one of the smartest docs I've
ever come across, with his ability to make connections, for real healing solutions. I bought this
book in Audible and Kindle format, so I can harness all he offers in this "small, but very mighty'
book!”

Dr. Annette Landman, “Love this book. Love this book. Written in an easy to understand
language. Plus I love the larger print and the spacing of the paragraphs on the pages. Reading is
not easy for most Lyme patients, so his helps a lot.I have implemented almost all strategies and
protocols and there is a huge positive difference in my day to day life and functioning.”

M4NNING, “Easy to read and very helpful. I love this book. It is easy to read and understand. It’s
only 141 easy to read pages which is really nice. I have Lyme disease and can’t concentrate
long enough to read a super long book. I’m not done reading it yet but it is so far very helpful.”

ab, “It is a good idea to routinely do a parasite cleanse to keep .... This small book is very simply
written for the lay person to understand. It is clear and concise.It addresses issues where
parasites are involved and explains how they completely undermine yourhealth and cause havic
to your immune, elimination and digestive functions. Many diseases if notmost have a parasite
component that undermine health. Dr. Davidson understands parasites wellas he himself has
had issues in this department and has found a protocol to eliminate them. His wifehad lyme
and he helped her get well. She was severely challenged. Heavy metals, candida and lymelive
and hide in parasites. We all have them. However when they are out of control they create a
hugeimbalance in the body which can lead to many disease states. Parasites are hard to
diagnose. Theydo not appear in regular blood tests nor are they always visible in stool sample
tests. It is a good ideato routinely do a parasite cleanse to keep them in check. This book is not
only for lyme patients butfor anyone who is challenged in their health and has not addressed
parasites. A simple book butworth the price.. One does not have to use the supplements that
Dr. Davidson has on his website.Once you understand the way parasites work, you can tackle
the problem with different supplements.I recommend this little book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Helpful, easy read. I found this to be the easiest book on Lyme disease
I've read to date. I appreciate the simplicity of the author's explanations, especially for those who
aren't familiar with the disease and its complexities.The only reason I put 4 instead of 5 stars is
because of a few minor typos in the text.I would recommend this for anyone suffering from the
illness or who is supporting someone with it.”



messin eric, “Un libro que salva la vida. Lo recomiendo para los que tienen Lyme, para ganar
mucho tiempo y sanidad mental. Este Dr Jay Davidson sabe ayudarnos a salir del labirinto,
dado que los antibioticos NO son la solucion.”

The book by Jay Davidson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 68 people have provided feedback.
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